Bendable Heat Pipes
Heat pipes are highly conductive heat transfer devices.
They use the latent heat of the working fluid for efficient
heat transfer over a very small temperature drop. This article
describes the effect of bending on the performance of heat
pipes.
Flexible and pre-bent heat pipes have been studied and
successfully demonstrated in the past. Bendable heat pipes,

in a pre- determined quantity [3]. The working fluid inside can
be any compound that has good wetting characteristics on
the wick and is selected on the basis of working temperatures
of the heat pipe. If kinetic pressure losses of the vapor and
gravitation head losses are neglected, the properties of the
working fluid can be combined to form a figure of merit M.
The merit number determines the maximum possible heat

which can be bent after fabrication as needed, are novel
devices for thermal management. The effect of bending on
temperature drop, performance and performance limits has
also been investigated. The heat pipes used for testing were
made using oxygen- free copper for the container and with
water as the working fluid. The wick was made from sintered
copper felt and provided the post fabrication bendability
feature of these heat pipes [1].
The heat pipe concept was initially investigated by R.S.
Gaugler in 1942 [2]. The remarkable properties of the heat
pipe became appreciated and serious development work
took place after its independent invention by G. M. Grover in
the early 1960’s [2].
A heat pipe typically has high conductance, usually an
order of magnitude higher than a metal conductor of similar
specifications. It transfers heat from a source to a sink by
means of cyclic evaporation and condensation of a working
fluid. It uses the latent heat of vaporization of the working
fluid to transfer heat. The heat pipe does not require any
external energy to function and it has no moving parts. For
the same heat load, a heat pipe has a very low temperature
drop and high efficiency. However, unlike a metal conductor
a heat pipe has a limit on the amount of heat it can transfer.
The basic heat pipe concept can be demonstrated by a
simple cylindrical metal casing with a wick covering the inner
surface (Figure 1). The wick is made of different materials
and has been one of the most investigated aspects of heat
pipes. It is usually made of a porous material. A grooved
structure can also be used. A working fluid is vacuum-sealed

transport using the heat pipe.
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(1)

Where
ρ1 = density of working fluid in liquid phase
σ1 = surface tension of the working fluid
μ1 = dynamic viscosity of working fluid in liquid phase
L = length of the heat pipe

Figure 1.- Schematic Of Construction And Operation Of
A Typical Heat Pipe

A heat pipe is broadly divided in three sections, namely:
evaporator, adiabatic and condenser. A typical heat pipe as
shown in Figure 1 has one evaporator section that takes
heat from a source. The heat absorbed in the evaporator
causes change of phase of the working fluid from liquid
to vapor. The increased vapor pressure in the evaporator

causes the vapor to exit from the evaporator section and
travel through the adiabatic section. Then the vapor reaches
the condenser region where condensation rejects the latent
heat of the fluid to the sink. The condensed liquid is pumped
back against an adverse pressure gradient to the evaporator
by a combination of the capillary pumping action and/or
bulk forces. This fluid circuit is repeated during the normal
operation of the heat pipe and can continue as long as there
is sufficient vapor pressure and capillary pressure to support
its operation.
Bendable Heat Pipes
A capillary pumped heat pipe is a most efficient, and yet very
simple, device. A typical heat pipe is a cylindrical straight pipe
which is easy to fabricate and has a low cost of production.
But, in practice, there is seldom any space available that
can accommodate a straight heat pipe. The size of a heat
pipe usually depends on the heat load it is subjected to.
The lack of enough space demands a heat pipe that can
be flexed to fit in available pockets of space in a system.
Also it allows for compact and flexible overall system design.
Typical applications of heat pipes include desktop and laptop
computers, as well as transmission and engine cooling
systems in automobiles. Other electronic components,
such as circuit boards, transformers and power supplies,
are also common applications [4]. The ever-reducing size
of computers, electronic instruments and automobiles puts
severe restrictions on the physical dimensions of heat
pipes. Even when a heat pipe is not required in controlled
configurations, the flexibility allows for misalignment between
source and sink due to operational vibrations or oscillations.
As is the case for heat pipes in general, flexible heat pipes
have received regular attention over the years and, not
surprisingly, many of the problems were put forth by the
aerospace industry. In most of the studies, the heat pipes
were made flexible in the adiabatic section and pipes were
pre-bent for the target application. A flexible pipe was
designed by Bliss et al [5]. It was capable of flexing during
operation and it was noted that its degree of bending had
minimal effects on the operation.

Figure 2.- Flexible Cryogenic Heat Pipe [6]

The two main challenges faced by bendable heat pipes are
wick deformation and reduction in vapor flow passage. The
wick deformation during fabrication and effect of tight radius
bends was studied by Peeples and Calhoun [7]. Similarly,
Meier et al. concluded that bending on unsupported wicks
would not produce acceptable results [8]. The effect of
bending on performance was studied by Merrigan et al.
by operating in three positions of 0°, 90° and 180° [9]. The
data indicated significant increases in axial temperature
gradient, but that there was no loss of heat pipe function. The
approach of this work differs from previous studies in the way
that the heat pipes were subjected to bending. It should be
emphasized that the pipes are bendable and not fabricated
for a particular application. Depending on the requirement,
these pipes can be bent as desired after fabrication. This is
a distinguishing feature of the heat pipes in this study: the
bend geometry is not needed prior to fabrication.
Construction And Bending
Two heat pipes were used for their study [1]. The heat pipes
were of straight cylindrical configuration. Only certain types
of wicks can be used in bendable heat pipes, as the wicks
have a tendency to separate from the container walls under
bending. This separation has two adverse effects, assuming
that the bending occurs in the adiabatic section, as is the
case in this study. First, there will be a reduction in the vapor
core area that reduces heat transfer capacity and, second,
there will be a disruption in the path of liquid flowing back to
the evaporator. If the bending angle is severe, the wick can
crumple [4] and even tear off in extreme cases. The sintered
copper felt wicks used in this study provide a flexible wick
material that does not crack after bending. However, a wick
made from sintered metal powder will crack under bending.
Although other wicks made from metal screens may also
work with supporting springs, screen wick heat pipes have a
notably smaller heat transport capacity and capillary limit as
compared to metal felt wick heat pipes. The screen wick heat
pipes do not pump against gravity as well as metal felt wick
heat pipes. The heat pipes were bended in only one location
to reduce the complexities in testing. After successful tests
on such heat pipes, further studies on multiple bends could
be carried out. Several bending angles (15°, 30°, 45°, 60°
and 90°) with a constant bending radius of 18.18mm (radius
measured on pipe axis) were tested. A series of photographs
of the heat pipe cross-section at the bending center location
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after bending were taken for various bent configurations
and, as expected, wick separation from the container wall
was observed. However, it was noted, as shown in Fig.
3(a)-(f), that the separation from the wall did not increase
significantly after 45°.

A 90° bend was cut and it was observed that the wick was
not damaged due to stretching and crumpling at the outer
and inner walls, as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(b). It can be seen
in Fig. 4(c)-(e) that the inner and outer walls of the curved
part of the heat pipe had deformed due to crumpling and
stretching. The working fluid can get easily get trapped in the
gaps created by the separation of the wick from the container
walls. This film of working fluid has a lower conductivity, as
compared to that of the wick, and it reduces the heat transfer
to the heat pipe. Therefore, deformation is acceptable only
in the adiabatic section and not in the condenser and the
evaporator sections.

Figure 3.- Wick Separation Near Heat Pipe Wall
Due To Bending [1]

Figure 4.- Bending Effect On Heat Pipe Wall And Wick [1]
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Testing Procedure
During this work, the heat pipe performance was measured in
terms of thermal conductance, which is a reciprocal quantity
of thermal resistance. As a data reduction method, this
measured quantity is similar to material thermal conductivity.
The following testing procedure was used. The heat pipe
was subjected to a heat load across its working length. The
evaporator was connected to a heat source, (typically) a
heater block. This heater block was powered by cartridge
heaters whose power input was controlled by a regulated
power supply. Heat was extracted from the condenser end
by a constant temperature water circulator. The setup is
shown in Fig. 5. A record of temperatures at different power
levels was kept using two thermocouples mounted on the

The testing for HP2 included bent heat pipe in both the
horizontal and the adverse gravity orientation, in addition to
those performed on HP1 and for the same series of angles.
This allowed for the elimination of the effects caused by
the axial hydrostatic pressure drop. The axial hydrostatic
pressure drop is a significant component in the total capillary
pumping pressure in the vertical gravity assisted position.
Testing in the horizontal and vertical adverse gravity
orientation meant that the heat pipe was working solely
on the capillary pumping pressure. A schematic of bent
configurations is shown in Figure 6.

evaporator and condenser end as indicated. The chiller
was started and the entire heat pipe was allowed to attain a
steady 20°C soak temperature to assure a common starting
point for all tests. Power was then supplied to the heaters
in uniform increments and heat pipe temperatures were
monitored until steady state was reached and maintained
for at least fifteen minutes. The ambient temperature was
maintained between 20-23°C to keep the parasitic losses at
approximately the same levels for all tests.

Figure 6.- Schematic Of Bending Configurations [1]

Figure 5.- Heat Pipe Test Setup For
Conductance Measurement [1]

The two heat pipes tested were designated as HP1 and HP2.
The first set of tests were carried out on HP1 and included
testing in horizontal and vertical gravity assisted orientations
and were bent in the vertical gravity assist orientation for the
angles of 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° with a constant bending
radius of 18.18mm.

Results
Values of the maximum copper equivalence conductance for
both heat pipes are shown in Table 1 for each angle of bend.
A plot of temperature drop against input power is shown in
Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9. The trend in Figure 7 shows
that the axial temperature drop increased, as the bend angle
was increased. A similar trend was observed for HP2 in
horizontal orientation, but the increase in temperature drop
over successive bending angles was comparatively low, as
shown in Figure 8.
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This is attributed to the absence of axial hydrostatic pressure
drop. Figure 9 shows the effect on temperature drop across
HP2 in vertical orientation and it shows the same trend as
Figure 7 for HP1. A similar effect was previously reported by
Merrigan et al [9]. The possible causes for the increase in
temperature drop are due to wick deformation.

Figure 9.- Delta T Across HP2 For Various Bend Angles In
Vertical Orientation [1]
Table 1.- Maximum Copper Equivalence For HP1 and HP2 [1]

Figure 7.- Delta T across HP1 For Various Bend Angles In
Vertical Orientation [1]

Figure 8.- Delta T Across HP2 For Various Angles In
Horizontal Orientation [1]
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During calculations of energy losses in the bended section
of the heat pipe, it was found that it was very low and
practically incapable of affecting the capillary limit. This
can be explained by considering the Reynolds numbers for
the vapor flow. The vapor flow was laminar for all tests and
the Reynolds number was in the range of 10 to 900. The
low density and the high viscosity minimized the expected
losses due to centrifugal forces at the bend and hence
the frictional pressure drop was negligible. The bending
losses increased at higher powers as the Reynolds number
increased due to the increased vapor density. The results
for bendable heat pipes are encouraging, as the heat pipes
were found to work well in all orientations and up to a bend
angle of 90°. The effect of pressure loss due to bending was
found to be negligible and three to four orders of magnitude
smaller than the capillary pumping pressure. This shows
that the increase in the temperature drop due to bending
is due to the obstruction in the flow of liquid returning to the
evaporator from the condenser.
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